
Mesh Nodal Analysis 
KIRCHOFF’S LAWS: 

   Network equations are formed by using two fundamental laws namely 
Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) and Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL). The laws are 
concerned with algebraic sum of currents at a junction or node and the algebraic 
sum of voltages around a closed loop. To get the algebraic sum we assign specific 
directions to the current flows and polarities to voltages. A positive sign is 
assigned to the current leaving the node and a negative sign, if it is entering the 
node. A positive sign is given to the voltage if the polarities occur in the order of 
positive to negative as we travel around a loop. A negative sign if it is from 
negative to positive. 

KVL: 

Statement: for any lumped electric circuit, for any of its loops, and at any time, the 
algebraic sum of the branch voltages around the loops zero. 

                       

 A path is a set of braches, starting at one node and ending at another node. A 
loop is a set of branches travel starting from one node and ending on the same 
node. In order to apply KVL, assign a reference direction to the loop or closed 
paths. Assign suitable signs to branch voltages with reference to reference 
direction of loop. 
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                 =  ----------- (5) 

                 =  ----------- (6) 

By comparing the above equations 1,2&3 with 4,5&6 the fallowing observations 
taken to be account 

1) The self resistance in each mesh. 
2) The mutual resistance between all pairs of meshes and 
3) The algebraic sum of the voltages in each mesh. 

The self resistance of loop1, + ) is the sum of resistances through 
which  passes. 

The mutual resistance of loop1,  = , is the sum of the resistances common 
to loop currents I  andI . If the direction of the currents passing through the 
common resistances is the same, the mutual resistance will have a positive sign and 
if the direction of the currents passing through the common resistance is opposite 
then the mutual resistance will have a negative sign. 

= is the voltage which drives the loop one. Here, the positive sign is used if the 
direction of the current is the same as the direction of the source. If the current 
direction is opposite to the direction of the source, then the negative sign is used. 

  Similarly, + ) and + ) are the self resistances of loops 
two and three respectively. The mutual resistances =0, =0, =- , =0, 

=0 are the sum of the resistances common to the mesh currents indicated in 
their subscripts. 

         =- , =  are the sum of the voltages driving their respective loops. 

 

Ex: write the mesh equations for the circuit as shown in fig. 
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The mutual resistance common to loop2 and loop3=  =0 

= -5V, the voltage driving the loop2. 

Hence we can write equation as, -3  +10 = -5V -------- (5) 

Consider equation (2). 

Self resistance loop3=  = 6+4 = 10Ω 

Mutual resistance common to loop1 and loop3=  =-6Ω (opposite direction) 

The mutual resistance common to loop2 and loop3=  =0 

= 25V, the voltage driving the loop3. 

Hence we can write equation as, -6  +10 = 25V -------- (6) 

Therefore the mesh equations are, 

10  - 3  - 6  = 10V 

-3  +10 = -5V 

-6  +10 = 25V 

Super Mesh Analysis: 

 Suppose any of the branches in the network has a current source, then it is 
slightly difficult to apply mesh analysis straight forward because first we should 
assume an unknown voltage across the current source and writing mesh equations 
as before, then relate the source current to the assigned mesh currents. This is 
generally a difficult approach. One way to overcome this difficulty is by applying 
the super mesh technique. Here we have to choose the kind of super mesh. A super 
mesh is constituted by two adjacent loops that have a common current source. As 
an example illustrated in below fig. here the current source I is in the common 
boundary for the two meshes 1 and 2. This current source creates a super mesh, 
which is nothing but a combination of 1 and 2. 
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From the first mesh abcda we get, 

                        50 = 10 ( -  + 5 ( -  

                             15 - 10  -5  = 50 ------- (1) 

From the second and third meshes we can form a super mesh, 

           10 ( - + 2 +  + 5 ( -  =0 

                               -15 + 12  +6  = 0 ---------- (2) 

     The current source is equal to the difference between 2 & 3 currents, 

                                       -  =2A -------- (3) 

Solving 1, 2&3 we get, 

           = 19.99A,  = 17.33A,  = 15.33A 

The current in the 5Ω resistor = -  = 4.66A 

NODAL ANALYSIS:   

 In general, in an N nodal circuit, one of the nodes is chosen as reference 
node then it is possible to write N-1 nodal equations. Each node in circuit can be 
assigned a number or letter. The node voltage is the voltage of given node with 
respect to particular node, called the reference node which we assume zero 
potential. In the circuit shown in fig. node 3 is assumed as the reference node. The 
voltage at node1 is the voltage at that node with respect to node3. Similarly, the 
voltage at node2 is the voltage at that node with respect to node3. Applying 
Kirchhoff’s current law at node1, the current entering is equal to the current 
leaving. 
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         +  +  = 0  

     (  +  + ) –   = 0 ------------ (1) 

At node b,  +  =  

        +  +  

   -  ( ) + (  +  + )  =  ---------- (2) 

The general equations can be written as, 

                 +   =  --------- (3) 

                 +   =  --------- (4) 

By comparing above equations, we have 

Self conductance at node a,  = (  +  + ) is the sum of conductance’s 

connected to node a. 

Similarly, Self conductance at node b,  = (  +  + ) is the sum of 

conductance’s connected to node b. 

   = – , is the sum of mutual conductance’s connected to node a and node b 

(here all the mutual inductances have negative signs).  

Similarly,  = – , is the sum of mutual conductance’s connected to node b 

and node a. 

  and  are the source currents at node a and node b respectively. The current 
which drives into the nodes has positive sign, while the current that drives away 
from the node has negative sign. 

Ex: for the circuit shown in fig write the node equations by inspection method. 
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Ex: determine the current through 5Ω resistor for the circuit shown in fig. 

   

 

At node1, 

                         +  = 10  

              0.83 - 0.5  -10 =0 --------- (1) 

At nodes2 and 3 

                +  +  +  = 0  

              -0.5 +1.5 +0.7  -2 =0 --------- (2) 

The other equation is 

                 -  = 20 --------- (3) 

The current in the 5Ω resistor is,    

Solving the above equations we obtain  = -8.42V 

Current,  = -3.68A (the current flowing through node 3) 
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